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Abstract
This paper provides an overview of possibility theory, emphasizing its historical
roots and its recent developments. Possibility theory lies at the crossroads between
fuzzy sets, probability and non-monotonic reasoning. Possibility theory can be cast
either in an ordinal or in a numerical setting. Qualitative possibility theory is closely
related to belief revision theory, and common-sense reasoning with exception-tainted
knowledge in Artificial Intelligence. Possibilistic logic provides a rich representation setting, which enables the handling of lower bounds of possibility theory measures, while
remaining close to classical logic. Qualitative possibility theory has been axiomatically
justified in a decision-theoretic framework in the style of Savage, thus providing a foundation for qualitative decision theory. Quantitative possibility theory is the simplest
framework for statistical reasoning with imprecise probabilities. As such it has close
connections with random set theory and confidence intervals, and can provide a tool
for uncertainty propagation with limited statistical or subjective information.

1

Introduction

Possibility theory is an uncertainty theory devoted to the handling of incomplete information. To a large extent, it is comparable to probability theory because it is based on
set-functions. It differs from the latter by the use of a pair of dual set functions (possibility
and necessity measures) instead of only one. Besides, it is not additive and makes sense
on ordinal structures. The name “Theory of Possibility” was coined by Zadeh [142], who
was inspired by a paper by Gaines and Kohout [91]. In Zadeh’s view, possibility distributions were meant to provide a graded semantics to natural language statements. However,
possibility and necessity measures can also be the basis of a full-fledged representation of
partial belief that parallels probability. It can be seen either as a coarse, non-numerical
version of probability theory, or a framework for reasoning with extreme probabilities, or
yet a simple approach to reasoning with imprecise probabilities [74].
After reviewing pioneering contributions to possibility theory, we recall its basic concepts and present the two main directions along which it has developed: the qualitative
and quantitative settings. Both approaches share the same basic “maxitivity” axiom.
They differ when it comes to conditioning, and to independence notions. Then we discuss
prospective lines of research in the area.
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2

Historical Background

Zadeh was not the first scientist to speak about formalising notions of possibility. The
modalities possible and necessary have been used in philosophy at least since the MiddleAges in Europe, based on Aristotle’s and Theophrastus’ works [22]. More recently they
became the building blocks of Modal Logics that emerged at the beginning of the XXth
century from the works of C.I. Lewis (see Hughes and Cresswell [31]). In this approach,
possibility and necessity are all-or-nothing notions, and handled at the syntactic level.
More recently, and independently from Zadeh’s view, the notion of possibility, as opposed
to probability, was central in the works of one economist, and in those of two philosophers.
G. L. S. Shackle A graded notion of possibility was introduced as a full-fledged approach to uncertainty and decision in the 1940-1970’s by the English economist G. L. S.
Shackle [127], who called degree of potential surprise of an event its degree of impossibility, that is, the degree of necessity of the opposite event. Shackle’s notion of possibility
is basically epistemic, it is a “character of the chooser’s particular state of knowledge in
his present.” Impossibility is understood as disbelief. Potential surprise is valued on a
disbelief scale, namely a positive interval of the form [0, y ∗ ], where y ∗ denotes the absolute
rejection of the event to which it is assigned. In case everything is possible, all mutually
exclusive hypotheses have zero surprise. At least one elementary hypothesis must carry
zero potential surprise. The degree of surprise of an event, a set of elementary hypotheses,
is the degree of surprise of its least surprising realisation. Shackle also introduces a notion
of conditional possibility, whereby the degree of surprise of a conjunction of two events A
and B is equal to the maximum of the degree of surprise of A, and of the degree of surprise
of B, should A prove true. The disbelief notion introduced later by Spohn [130] employs
the same type of convention as potential surprise, but using the set of natural integers as
a disbelief scale; his conditioning rule uses the subtraction of natural integers.
D. Lewis In his 1973 book [109] the philosopher David Lewis considers a graded notion of
possibility in the form of a relation between possible worlds he calls comparative possibility.
He equates this concept of possibility to a notion of similarity between possible worlds. This
non-symmetric notion of similarity is also comparative, and is meant to express statements
of the form: a world j is at least as similar to world i as world k is. Comparative similarity
of j and k with respect to i is interpreted as the comparative possibility of j with respect
to k viewed from world i. Such relations are assumed to be complete pre-orderings and are
instrumental in defining the truth conditions of counterfactual statements. Comparative
possibility relations ≥Π obey the key axiom: for all events A, B, C,
A ≥Π B implies C ∪ A ≥Π C ∪ B.
This axiom was later independently proposed by the first author [42] in an attempt to derive
a possibilistic counterpart to comparative probabilities. Independently, the connection
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between numerical possibility and similarity was investigated by Sudkamp [131].
L. J. Cohen A framework very similar to the one of Shackle was proposed by the philosopher L. J. Cohen [32] who considered the problem of legal reasoning. He introduced socalled Baconian probabilities understood as degrees of provability. The idea is that it is
hard to prove someone guilty at the court of law by means of pure statistical arguments.
The basic feature of degrees of provability is that a hypothesis and its negation cannot
both be provable together to any extent (the contrary being a case for inconsistency).
Such degrees of provability coincide with necessity measures.
L. A. Zadeh In his seminal paper [142] Zadeh proposed an interpretation of membership
functions of fuzzy sets as possibility distributions encoding flexible constraints induced by
natural language statements. Zadeh articulated the relationship between possibility and
probability, noticing that what is probable must preliminarily be possible. However, the
view of possibility degrees developed in his paper refers to the idea of graded feasibility
(degrees of ease, as in the example of “how many eggs can Hans eat for his breakfast”)
rather than to the epistemic notion of plausibility laid bare by Shackle. Nevertheless,
the key axiom of “maxitivity” for possibility measures is highlighted. In two subsequent
articles [143, 144], Zadeh acknowledged the connection between possibility theory, belief
functions and upper/lower probabilities, and proposed their extensions to fuzzy events and
fuzzy information granules.

3

Basic Notions of Possibility Theory.

The basic building blocks of possibility theory were first described in the authors’ book [62],
then more extensively in [67] and [105]. More recent accounts are in [74, 61]1 . Let S be a set
of states of affairs (or descriptions thereof), or states for short. A possibility distribution
is a mapping π from S to a totally ordered scale L, with top 1 and bottom 0, such as
the unit interval. The function π represents the state of knowledge of an agent (about the
actual state of affairs) distinguishing what is plausible from what is less plausible, what is
the normal course of things from what is not, what is surprising from what is expected. It
represents a flexible restriction on what is the actual state with the following conventions
(similar to probability, but opposite to Shackle’s potential surprise scale):
• π(s) = 0 means that state s is rejected as impossible;
• π(s) = 1 means that state s is totally possible (= plausible).
If S is exhaustive, at least one of the elements of S should be the actual world, so that
∃s, π(s) = 1 (normalisation). Distinct values may simultaneously have a degree of possibility equal to 1.
1
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Possibility theory is driven by the principle of minimal specificity. It states that any
hypothesis not known to be impossible cannot be ruled out. A possibility distribution π
is said to be at least as specific as another π 0 if and only if for each state of affairs s:
π(s) ≤ π 0 (s) (Yager [141]). Then, π is at least as restrictive and informative as π 0 .
In the possibilistic framework, extreme forms of partial knowledge can be captured,
namely:
• Complete knowledge: for some s0 , π(s0 ) = 1 and π(s) = 0, ∀s 6= s0 (only s0 is
possible)
• Complete ignorance: π(s) = 1, ∀s ∈ S (all states are possible).
Given a simple query of the form “does event A occur?” where A is a subset of states, the
response to the query can be obtained by computing degrees of possibility and necessity,
respectively (if the possibility scale L = [0, 1]):
Π(A) = sup π(s); N (A) = inf 1 − π(s).
s∈A
/

s∈A

Π(A) evaluates to what extent A is consistent with π, while N (A) evaluates to what
extent A is certainly implied by π. The possibility-necessity duality is expressed by
N (A) = 1 − Π(Ac ), where Ac is the complement of A. Generally, Π(S) = N (S) = 1
and Π(∅) = N (∅) = 0. Possibility measures satisfy the basic “maxitivity” property
Π(A ∪ B) = max(Π(A), Π(B)). Necessity measures satisfy an axiom dual to that of possibility measures, namely N (A ∩ B) = min(N (A), N (B)). On infinite spaces, these axioms
must hold for infinite families of sets.
Human knowledge is often expressed in a declarative way using statements to which
belief degrees are attached. It corresponds to expressing constraints the world is supposed
to comply with. Certainty-qualified pieces of uncertain information of the form “A is
certain to degree α” can then be modeled by the constraint N (A) ≥ α. The least specific
possibility distribution reflecting this information is [67]:


1,
if s ∈ A
(1)
π(A,α) (s) =
1 − α otherwise
This possibility distribution is a key-building lock to construct possibility distributions.
Acquiring further pieces of knowledge leads to updating π(A,α) into some π < π(A,α) .
Apart from Π and N , a measure of guaranteed possibility can be defined [71, 54] :
∆(A) = inf s∈A π(s). It estimates to what extent all states in A are actually possible
according to evidence. ∆(A) can be used as a degree of evidential support for A. Uncertain
statements of the form “A is possible to degree β” often mean that all realizations of A
are possible to degree β. They can then be modeled by the constraint ∆(A) ≥ β. It
corresponds to the idea of observed evidence. This type of information is better exploited
by assuming an informational principle opposite to the one of minimal specificity, namely,
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any situation not yet observed is tentatively considered as impossible. This is similar to
closed-world assumption. The most specific distribution δ(A,β) in agreement with ∆(A) ≥ β
is :


β,
if s ∈ A
δ(A,β) (s) =
0 otherwise.
Acquiring further pieces of evidence leads to updating δ(A,β) into some wider distribution
δ > δ(A,β) . Such evidential support functions do not behave with the same conventions
as possibility distributions: δ(s) = 1 means that S is guaranteed to be possible, because
of a high evidential support, while δ(s) = 0 only means that S has not been observed
yet (hence is of unknown possibility). Distributions δ are generally not normalised to 1,
and serve as lower bounds to possibility distributions π (because what is observed must
be possible). Such a bipolar representation of information using pairs (δ, π) may provide a
natural interpretation of interval-valued fuzzy sets [77]. Note that possibility distributions
induced from certainty-qualified pieces of knowledge combine conjunctively, by discarding
possible states, while evidential support distributions induced by possibility-qualified pieces
of evidence combine disjunctively, by accumulating possible states.
Possibility theory has enabled a typology of fuzzy rules to be laid bare, distinguishing rules whose purpose is to propagate uncertainty through reasoning steps, from rules
whose main purpose is similarity-based interpolation [72], depending on the choice of a
many-valued implication connective that models a rule. The bipolar view of information
based on (δ, π) pairs sheds new light on the debate between conjunctive and implicative
representation of rules [88]. Representing a rule as a material implication focuses on counterexamples to rules, while using a conjunction between antecedent and consequent points
out examples of the rule and highlights its positive content. Traditionally in fuzzy control
and modelling, the latter representation is adopted, while the former is the logical tradition. Introducing fuzzy implicative rules in modelling accounts for constraints or landmark
points the model should comply with (as opposed to observed data) [93]. The bipolar view
of rules in terms of examples and counterexamples may turn out to be very useful when
extracting fuzzy rules from data [57].
Notions of conditioning and independence were studied for possibility measures. Conditional possibility is defined similarly to probability theory using a Bayesian-like equation
of the form [67]
Π(B ∩ A) = Π(B | A) ? Π(A).
However, in the ordinal setting the operation ? cannot be a product and is changed into
the minimum. In the numerical setting, there are several ways to define conditioning, not
all of which have this form, as seen later in this paper. There are also several variants
of possibilistic independence [35, 34, 46]. Generally, independence in possibility theory
is neither symmetric, nor insensitive to negation. For Boolean variables, independence
between events is not equivalent to independence between variables.
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An important example of a possibility distribution is the fuzzy interval, which is a
fuzzy set of the real line whose cuts are intervals [62, 67]. The calculus of fuzzy intervals is
an extension of interval arithmetics based on a possibilistic counterpart of a computation
of random variable. To compute the addition of two fuzzy intervals A and B one has
to compute the membership function of A ⊕ B as the degree of possibility µA⊕B (z) =
Π({(x, y) : x + y = z}), based on the possibility distribution min(µA (x), µB (y)). There is
a large literature on possibilistic interval analysis; see [58] for a survey of XXth century
references.

4

Qualitative Possibility Theory

This section is restricted to the case of a finite state space S, supposed to be the set of interpretations of a formal propositional language. In other words, S is the universe induced
by Boolean attributes. A plausibility ordering is a complete pre-order of states denoted
by ≥π , which induces a well-ordered partition {E1 , · · · , En } of S. It is the comparative
counterpart of a possibility distribution π, i.e., s ≥π s0 if and only if π(s) ≥ π(s0 ). Indeed
it is more natural to expect that an agent will supply ordinal rather than numerical information about his beliefs. By convention E1 contains the most normal states of fact, En
the least plausible, or most surprising ones. Denoting by max(A) any most plausible state
s0 ∈ A, ordinal counterparts of possibility and necessity measures [42] are then defined as
follows: {s} ≥Π ∅ for all s ∈ S and
A ≥Π B if and only if max(A) ≥π max(B)
A ≥N B if and only if max(B c ) ≥π max(Ac ).
Possibility relations ≥Π are those of Lewis [109] and satisfy his characteristic property
A ≥Π B implies C ∪ A ≥Π C ∪ B
while necessity relations can also be defined as A ≥N B if and only if B c ≥Π Ac , and
satisfy a similar axiom:
A ≥N B implies C ∩ A ≥N C ∩ B.
The latter coincide with epistemic entrenchment relations in the sense of belief revision
theory [92, 69]. Conditioning a possibility relation ≥Π by an non-impossible event C >Π ∅
means deriving a relation ≥C
Π such that
A ≥C
Π B if and only if A ∩ C ≥Π B ∩ C.
The notion of independence for comparative possibility theory was studied in Dubois et al.
[46], for independence between events, and Ben Amor et al. [11] between variables.
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4.1

Nonmonotonic Inference

Suppose S is equipped with a plausibility ordering. The main idea behind qualitative
possibility theory is that the state of the world is always believed to be as normal as
possible, neglecting less normal states. A ≥Π B really means that there is a normal state
where A holds that is at least as normal as any normal state where B holds. The dual case
A ≥N B is intuitively understood as “A is at least as certain as B”, in the sense that there
are states where B fails to hold that are at least as normal as the most normal state where
A does not hold. In particular, the events accepted as true are those which are true in
all the most plausible states, namely the ones such that A >N ∅. These assumptions lead
us to interpret the plausible inference A |≈ B of a proposition B from another A, under
a state of knowledge ≥Π as follows: B should be true in all the most normal states were
c
A is true, which means B >A
Π B in terms of ordinal conditioning, that is, A ∩ B is more
c
plausible than A ∩ B . A |≈ B also means that the agent considers B as an accepted belief
in the context A.
This kind of inference is nonmonotonic in the sense that A |≈ B does not always imply
A ∩ C |≈ B for any additional information C. This is similar to the fact that a conditional
probability P (B | A ∩ C) may be low even if P (B | A) is high. The properties of the
consequence relation |≈ are now well-understood, and are precisely the ones laid bare by
Lehmann and Magidor [108] for their so-called “rational inference”. Monotonicity is only
partially restored: A |≈ B implies A ∩ C |≈ B holds provided that A |≈ C c does not hold
(i.e. that states were A is true do not typically violate C). This property is called rational
monotony, and, along with some more standard ones (like closure under conjunction),
characterizes default possibilistic inference |≈. In fact, the set {B, A |≈ B} of accepted
beliefs in the context A is deductively closed, which corresponds to the idea that the
agent reasons with accepted beliefs in each context as if they were true, until some event
occurs that modifies this context. This closure property is enough to justify a possibilistic
approach [52] and adding the rational monotonicity property ensures the existence of a
single possibility relation generating the consequence relation |≈[15]. Possibility theory
has been studied from the point of view of cognitive psychology. Experimental results
[124] suggest that there are situations where people reason about uncertainty using the
rules or possibility theory, rather than with those of probability theory.
Plausibility orderings can be generated by a set of if-then rules tainted with unspecified
exceptions. This set forms a knowledge base supplied by an agent. Each rule “if A then
B” is understood as a constraint of the form A ∩ B >Π A ∩ B c on possibility relations.
There exists a single minimally specific element in the set of possibility relations satisfying
all constraints induced by rules (unless the latter are inconsistent). It corresponds to the
most compact plausibility ranking of states induced by the rules [15]. This ranking can be
computed by an algorithm originally proposed by Pearl [118].
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4.2

Possibilistic Logic

Qualitative possibility relations can be represented by (and only by) possibility measures
ranging on any totally ordered set L (especially a finite one) [42]. This absolute representation on an ordinal scale is slightly more expressive than the purely relational one. When
the finite set S is large and generated by a propositional language, qualitative possibility
distributions can be efficiently encoded in possibilistic logic [90, 59, 75]. A possibilistic
logic base K is a set of pairs (φ, α), where φ is a Boolean expression and α is an element of
L. This pair encodes the constraint N (φ) ≥ α where N (φ) is the degree of necessity of the
set of models of φ. Each prioritized formula (φ, α) has a fuzzy set of models (described in
Section 3) and the fuzzy intersection of the fuzzy sets of models of all prioritized formulas
in K yields the associated plausibility ordering on S.
Syntactic deduction from a set of prioritized clauses is achieved by refutation using
an extension of the standard resolution rule, whereby (φ ∨ ψ, min(α, β)) can be derived
from (φ ∨ ξ, α) and (ψ ∨ ¬ξ, β). This rule, which evaluates the validity of an inferred
proposition by the validity of the weakest premiss, goes back to Theophrastus, a disciple
of Aristotle. Possibilistic logic is an inconsistency-tolerant extension of propositional logic
that provides a natural semantic setting for mechanizing non-monotonic reasoning [17],
with a computational complexity close to that of propositional logic.
Another compact representation of qualitative possibility distributions is the possibilistic directed graph, which uses the same conventions as Bayesian nets, but relies on an
ordinal notion of conditional possibility [67]


1,
if Π(B ∩ A) = Π(A)
Π(B | A) =
Π(B ∩ A)
otherwise.
Joint possibility distributions can be decomposed into a conjunction of conditional possibility distributions (using minimum) in a way similar to Bayes nets [14]. It is based on a
symmetric notion of qualitative independence Π(B ∩ A) = min(Π(A), Π(B)) that is weaker
than the causal-like condition Π(B | A) = Π(B) [46]. Ben Amor and Benferhat [12] investigate the properties of qualitative independence that enable local inferences to be performed
in possibilistic nets. Uncertainty propagation algorithms suitable for possibilistic graphical
structures have been studied [13].
Other types of possibilistic logic can also handle constraints of the form Π(φ) ≥ α, or
∆(φ) ≥ α [75]. Possibilistic logic can be extended to logic programming [1, 10], similarity
reasoning [2], and many-valued logic as extensively studied by Godo and colleagues [38].

4.3

Decision-theoretic foundations

Zadeh [142] hinted that “since our intuition concerning the behaviour of possibilities is not
very reliable”, our understanding of them “would be enhanced by the development of an
axiomatic approach to the definition of subjective possibilities in the spirit of axiomatic
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approaches to the definition of subjective probabilities”. Decision-theoretic justifications of
qualitative possibility were devised, in the style of Savage [125] more than 10 years ago. On
top of the set of states, assume there is a set X of consequences of decisions. A decision, or
act, is modeled as a mapping f from S to X assigning to each state S its consequence f (s).
The axiomatic approach consists in proposing properties of a preference relation  between
acts so that a representation of this relation by means of a preference functional W (f ) is
ensured, that is, act f is as good as act g (denoted f  g) if and only if W (f ) ≥ W (g).
W (f ) depends on the agent’s knowledge about the state of affairs, here supposed to be a
possibility distribution π on S, and the agent’s goal, modeled by a utility function u on X.
Both the utility function and the possibility distribution map to the same finite chain L.
A pessimistic criterion Wπ− (f ) is of the form:
Wπ− (f ) = min max(n(π(s)), u(f (s)))
s∈S

where n is the order-reversing map of L. n(π(s)) is the degree of certainty that the state is
not s (hence the degree of surprise of observing s), u(f (s)) the utility of choosing act f in
state s. Wπ− (f ) is all the higher as all states are either very surprising or have high utility.
This criterion is actually a prioritized extension of the Wald maximin criterion. The latter
is recovered if π(s) = 1 (top of L) ∀s ∈ S. According to the pessimistic criterion, acts
are chosen according to their worst consequences, restricted to the most plausible states
S ∗ = {s, π(s) ≥ n(Wπ− (f ))}. The optimistic counterpart of this criterion is:
Wπ+ (f ) = max min(π(s)), u(f (s))).
s∈S

Wπ+ (f ) is all the higher as there is a very plausible state with high utility. The optimistic
criterion was first proposed by Yager [139] and the pessimistic criterion by Whalen [138].
These optimistic and pessimistic possibilistic criteria are particular cases of a more general
criterion based on the Sugeno integral [97] specialized to possibility and necessity of fuzzy
events [142, 62]:
Sγ,u (f ) = max min(λ, γ(Fλ ))
λ∈L

where Fλ = {s ∈ S, u(f (s)) ≥ λ}, γ is a monotonic set function that reflects the decisionmaker attitude in front of uncertainty: γ(A) is the degree of confidence in event A. If
γ = Π, then SΠ,u (f ) = Wπ+ (f ). Similarly, if γ = N , then SN,u (f ) = Wπ− (f ).
For any acts f, g, and any event A, let f Ag denote an act consisting of choosing f if
A occurs and g if its complement occurs. Let f ∧ g (resp. f ∨ g) be the act whose results
yield the worst (resp. best) consequence of the two acts in each state. Constant acts are
those whose consequence is fixed regardless of the state. A result in [82, 83] provides an
act-driven axiomatization of these criteria, and enforces possibility theory as a “rational”
representation of uncertainty for a finite state space S:
Theorem 1. Suppose the preference relation  on acts obeys the following properties:
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1. (X S , ) is a complete preorder.
2. There are two acts such that f  g.
3. ∀A, ∀g and h constant, ∀f, g  h implies gAf  hAf .
4. If f is constant, f  h and g  h imply f ∧ g  h.
5. If f is constant, h  f and h  g imply h  f ∨ g.
then there exists a finite chain L, an L-valued monotonic set-function γ on S and an Lvalued utility function u, such that  is representable by a Sugeno integral of u(f ) with
respect to γ. Moreover γ is a necessity (resp. possibility) measure as soon as property (4)
(resp. (5)) holds for all acts. The preference functional is then Wπ− (f ) (resp. Wπ+ (f )).
Axioms (4-5) contradict expected utility theory. They become reasonable if the value
scale is finite, decisions are one-shot (no compensation) and provided that there is a big
step between any level in the qualitative value scale and the adjacent ones. In other words,
the preference pattern f  h always means that f is significantly preferred to h, to the
point of considering the value of h negligible in front of the value of f . The above result
provides decision-theoretic foundations of possibility theory, whose axioms can thus be
tested from observing the choice behavior of agents. See [49] for another approach to
comparative possibility relations, more closely relying on Savage axioms, but giving up
any comparability between utility and plausibility levels. The drawback of these and other
qualitative decision criteria is their lack of discrimination power [47]. To overcome it,
refinements of possibilistic criteria were recently proposed, based on lexicographic schemes
[89]. These new criteria turn out to be representable by a classical (but big-stepped)
expected utility criterion. Qualitative possibilistic counterparts of influence diagrams for
decision trees have been recently investigated [98].
More recently, possibilistic qualitative bipolar decision criteria have been defined, axiomatized [48] and empirically tested [23]. They are qualitative counterparts of cumulative
prospect theory criteria of Kahneman and Tverski [133].

5

Quantitative Possibility Theory

The phrase “quantitative possibility” refers to the case when possibility degrees range in
the unit interval. In that case, a precise articulation between possibility and probability
theories is useful to provide an interpretation to possibility and necessity degrees. Several
such interpretations can be consistently devised: a degree of possibility can be viewed as an
upper probability bound [70], and a possibility distribution can be viewed as a likelihood
function [60]. A possibility measure is also a special case of a Shafer plausibility function
[126]. Following a very different approach, possibility theory can account for probability
distributions with extreme values, infinitesimal [130] or having big steps [16]. There are
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finally close connections between possibility theory and idempotent analysis [113]. The
theory of large deviations in probability theory [123] also handles set-functions that look
like possibility measures [117]. Here we focus on the role of possibility theory in the theory
of imprecise probability.

5.1

Possibility as upper probability

Let π be a possibility distribution where π(s) ∈ [0, 1]. Let P(π) be the set of probability
measures P such that P ≤ Π, i.e. ∀A ⊆ S, P (A) ≤ Π(A). Then the possibility measure Π
coincides with the upper probability function P ∗ such that P ∗ (A) = sup{P (A), P ∈ P(π)}
while the necessity measure N is the lower probability function P∗ such that P∗ (A) =
inf{P (A), P ∈ P(π)} ; see [70, 36] for details. P and π are said to be consistent if P ∈
P(π). The connection between possibility measures and imprecise probabilistic reasoning is
especially promising for the efficient representation of non-parametric families of probability
functions, and it makes sense even in the scope of modeling linguistic information [136].
A possibility measure can be computed from nested confidence subsets {A1 , A2 , . . . , Am }
where Ai ⊂ Ai+1 , i = 1 . . . m − 1. Each confidence subset Ai is attached a positive confidence level λi interpreted as a lower bound of P (Ai ), hence a necessity degree. It is viewed
as a certainty-qualified statement that generates a possibility distribution πi according to
Section 3. The corresponding possibility distribution is


1
if u ∈ A1
π(s) = min πi (s) =
1 − λj−1 if j = max{i : s ∈
/ Ai } > 1
i=1,...,m
The information modeled by π can also be viewed as a nested random set {(Ai , νi ), i =
1, . . . , m}, where νi = λi −λi−1 . This framework allows for imprecision (reflected by the size
of the Ai ’s) and uncertainty (the νi ’s). And νi is the probability that the agent only knows
that Ai contains the actual state (it is not P (Ai )). The random set view of possibility
theory is well adapted to the idea of imprecise statistical data, as developed in [94, 103].
Namely, given a bunch of imprecise (not necessarily nested) observations
(called focal sets),
P
π supplies an approximate representation of the data, as π(s) = i:s∈Ai νi .
The set P(π) contains many probability distributions, arguably too many. Neumaier
[116] has recently proposed a related framework, in a different terminology, for representing
smaller subsets of probability measures using two possibility distributions instead of one.
He basically uses a pair of distributions (δ, π) (in the sense of Section 3) of distributions,
he calls “cloud”, where δ is a guaranteed possibility distribution (in our terminology) such
that π ≥ δ. A cloud models the (generally non-empty) set P(π) ∩ P(1 − δ), viewing
1 − δ as a standard possibility distribution. The precise connections between possibility
distributions, clouds and other simple representations of numerical uncertainty is studied
in [39].
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5.2

Conditioning

There are two kinds of conditioning that can be envisaged upon the arrival of new information E. The first method presupposes that the new information alters the possibility distribution π by declaring all states outside E impossible. The conditional measure π(. | E)
is such that Π(B | E) · Π(E) = Π(B ∩ E). This is formally Dempster rule of conditioning of
belief functions, specialised to possibility measures. The conditional possibility distribution
representing the weighted set of confidence intervals is,
(
)
π(s)
,
if
s
∈
E
Π(E)
π(s | E) =
0
otherwise.
De Baets et al. [33] provide a mathematical justification of this notion in an infinite
setting, as opposed to the min-based conditioning of qualitative possibility theory. Indeed,
the maxitivity axiom extended to the infinite setting is not preserved by the min-based
conditioning. The product-based conditioning leads to a notion of independence of the
form Π(B ∩ E) = Π(B) · Π(E) whose properties are very similar to the ones of probabilistic
independence [34].
Another form of conditioning [73, 37], more in line with the Bayesian tradition, considers
that the possibility distribution π encodes imprecise statistical information, and event E
only reflects a feature of the current situation, not of the state in general. Then the value
Π(B || E) = sup{P (B | E), P (E) > 0, P ≤ Π} is the result of performing a sensitivity
analysis of the usual conditional probability over P(π) (Walley [135]). Interestingly, the
resulting set-function is again a possibility measure, with distribution
(
)
π(s)
max(π(s), π(s)+N
),
if
s
∈
E
(E)
π(s || E) =
0
otherwise.
It is generally less specific than π on E, as clear from the above expression, and becomes
non-informative when N (E) = 0 (i.e. if there is no information about E). This is because
π(· || E) is obtained from the focusing of the generic information π over the reference class
E. On the contrary, π(· | E) operates a revision process on π due to additional knowledge
asserting that states outside E are impossible. See De Cooman [37] for a detailed study of
this form of conditioning.

5.3

Probability-possibility transformations

The problem of transforming a possibility distribution into a probability distribution and
conversely is meaningful in the scope of uncertainty combination with heterogeneous sources
(some supplying statistical data, other linguistic data, for instance). It is useful to cast
all pieces of information in the same framework. The basic requirement is to respect the
consistency principle Π ≥ P . The problem is then either to pick a probability measure in
P(π), or to construct a possibility measure dominating P .
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There are two basic approaches to possibility/probability transformations, which both
respect a form of probability-possibility consistency. One, due to Klir [106, 96] is based
on a principle of information invariance, the other [84] is based on optimizing information
content. Klir assumes that possibilistic and probabilistic information measures are commensurate. Namely, the choice between possibility and probability is then a mere matter
of translation between languages “neither of which is weaker or stronger than the other”
(quoting Klir and Parviz [107]). It suggests that entropy and imprecision capture the same
facet of uncertainty, albeit in different guises. The other approach, recalled here, considers
that going from possibility to probability leads to increase the precision of the considered
representation (as we go from a family of nested sets to a random element), while going
the other way around means a loss of specificity.
From possibility to probability The most basic example of transformation from possibility to probability is the Laplace principle of insufficient reason claiming that what is
equally possible should be considered as equally probable. A generalised Laplacean indifference principle is then adopted in the general case of a possibility distribution π: the weights
νi bearing the sets Ai from the nested family of levels cuts of π are uniformly distributed
on the elements of these cuts Ai . Let
PPi be the uniform probability measure on Ai . The resulting probability measure is P = i=1,...,m νi · Pi . This transformation, already proposed
in 1982 [63] comes down to selecting the center of gravity of the set P(π) of probability
distributions dominated by π. This transformation also coincides with Smets’ pignistic
transformation [129] and with the Shapley value of the “unamimity game” (another name
of the necessity measure) in game theory. The rationale behind this transformation is to
minimize arbitrariness by preserving the symmetry properties of the representation. This
transformation from possibility to probability is one-to-one. Note that the definition of this
transformation does not use the nestedness property of cuts of the possibility distribution.
It applies all the same to non-nested random sets (or belief functions)
defined by pairs
P
{(Ai , νi ), i = 1, . . . , m}, where νi are non-negative reals such that i=1,...,m νi = 1.
From objective probability to possibility From probability to possibility, the rationale of the transformation is not the same according to whether the probability distribution
we start with is subjective or objective [86]. In the case of a statistically induced probability distribution, the rationale is to preserve as much information as possible. This is in
line with the handling of ∆-qualified pieces of information representing observed evidence,
considered in section 3; hence we select as the result of the transformation of a probability
measure P , the most specific possibility measure in the set of those dominating P [84].
This most specific element is generally unique if P induces a linear ordering on S. Suppose S is a finite set. The idea is to let Π(A) = P (A), for these sets A having minimal
probability among other sets having the same cardinality as A. If p1 > p2 > · · · > pn ,
then Π(A) = P (A) for sets A of the form {si , . . . , sn }, and the possibility distribution is
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P
defined as πP (si ) = j=i,...,m pj , with pj = P ({sj }). Note that πP is a kind of cumulative distribution of P , already known as a Lorentz curve in the mathematical literature
[112]. If there are equiprobable elements, the unicity of the transformation is preserved
if equipossibility of the corresponding elements is enforced. In this case it is a bijective
transformation as well. Recently, this transformation was used to prove a rather surprising agreement between probabilistic indeterminateness as measured by Shannon entropy,
and possibilistic non-specificity. Namely it is possible to compare probability measures on
finite sets in terms of their relative peakedness (a concept adapted from Birnbaum [21])
by comparing the relative specificity of their possibilistic transforms. Namely let P and Q
be two probability measures on S and πP , πQ the possibility distributions induced by our
transformation. It can be proved that if πP ≥ πQ (i.e. P is less peaked than Q) then the
Shannon entropy of P is higher than the one of Q [55]. This result give some grounds to
the intuitions developed by Klir [106], without assuming any commensurability between
entropy and specificity indices.
Possibility distributions induced by prediction intervals In the continuous case,
moving from objective probability to possibility means adopting a representation of uncertainty in terms of prediction intervals around the mode viewed as the “most frequent value”.
Extracting a prediction interval from a probability distribution or devising a probabilistic
inequality can be viewed as moving from a probabilistic to a possibilistic representation.
Namely suppose a non-atomic probability measure P on the real line, with unimodal density p, and suppose one wishes to represent it by an interval I with a prescribed level of
confidence P (I) = γ of hitting it. The most natural choice is the most precise interval
ensuring this level of confidence. It can be proved that this interval is of the form of a
cut of the density, i.e. Iγ = {s, p(s) ≥ θ} for some threshold θ. Moving the degree of
confidence from 0 to 1 yields a nested family of prediction intervals that form a possibility
distribution π consistent with P , the most specific one actually, having the same support
and the same mode as P and defined by ([84]):
π(inf Iγ ) = π(sup Iγ ) = 1 − γ = 1 − P (Iγ )
This kind of transformation again yields a kind of cumulative distribution according to
the ordering induced by the density p. Similar constructs can be found in the statistical
literature (Birnbaum [21]). More recently Mauris et al. [81] noticed that starting from
any family of nested sets around some characteristic point (the mean, the median,...),
the above equation yields a possibility measure dominating P . Well-known inequalities
of probability theory, such as those of Chebyshev and Camp-Meidel, can also be viewed
as possibilistic approximations of probability functions. It turns out that for symmetric
unimodal densities, each side of the optimal possibilistic transform is a convex function.
Given such a probability density on a bounded interval [a, b], the triangular fuzzy number
whose core is the mode of p and the support is [a, b] is thus a possibility distribution
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dominating P regardless of its shape (and the tightest such distribution). These results
justify the use of symmetric triangular fuzzy numbers as fuzzy counterparts to uniform
probability distributions. They provide much tighter probability bounds than Chebyshev
and Camp-Meidel inequalities for symmetric densities with bounded support. This setting
is adapted to the modelling of sensor measurements [115]. These results are extended
to more general distributions by Baudrit et al., [7], and provide a tool for representing
poor probabilistic information. More recently, Mauris [114] unifies, by means of possibility
theory, many old techniques independently developed in statistics for one-point estimation,
relying on the idea of dispersion of an empirical distribution. The efficiency of different
estimators can be compared by means of fuzzy set inclusion applied to optimal possibility
transforms of probability distributions. This unified approach does not presuppose a finite
variance.
Subjective possibility distributions The case of a subjective probability distribution
is different. Indeed, the probability function is then supplied by an agent who is in some
sense forced to express beliefs in this form due to rationality constraints, and the setting
of exchangeable bets. However his actual knowledge may be far from justifying the use of
a single well-defined probability distribution. For instance in case of total ignorance about
some value, apart from its belonging to an interval, the framework of exchangeable bets
enforces a uniform probability distribution, on behalf of the principle of insufficient reason.
Based on the setting of exchangeable bets, it is possible to define a subjectivist view of
numerical possibility theory, that differs from the proposal of Walley [135]. The approach
developed by Dubois, Prade and Smets [87] relies on the assumption that when an agent
constructs a probability measure by assigning prices to lotteries, this probability measure
is actually induced by a belief function representing the agents actual state of knowledge.
We assume that going from an underlying belief function to an elicited probability measure
is achieved by means of the above mentioned pignistic transformation, changing focal
sets into uniform probability distributions. The task is to reconstruct this underlying
belief function under a minimal commitment assumption. In the paper [87], we pose and
solve the problem of finding the least informative belief function having a given pignistic
probability. We prove that it is unique and consonant, thus induced by a possibility
distribution. The obtained possibility distribution can be defined as the converse of the
pignistic transformation (which is one-to-one for possibility distributions). It is subjective
in the same sense as in the subjectivist school in probability theory. However, it is the least
biased representation of the agents state of knowledge compatible with the observed betting
behaviour. In particular it is less specific than the one constructed from the prediction
intervals of an objective probability. This transformation was first proposed in [64] for
objective probability, interpreting the empirical necessity of an event as summing the excess
of probabilities of realizations of this event with respect to the probability of the most likely
realization of the opposite event.
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Possibility theory and defuzzification Possibilistic mean values can be defined using
Choquet integrals with respect to possibility and necessity measures [65, 37], and come
close to defuzzification methods [134]. A fuzzy interval is a fuzzy set of reals whose membership function is unimodal and upper-semi continuous. Its α-cuts are closed intervals.
Interpreting a fuzzy interval M , associated to a possibility distribution µM , as a family of
probabilities, upper and lower mean values E ∗ (M ) and E∗ (M ), can be defined as [66]:
Z 1
Z 1
E∗ (M ) =
inf Mα dα; E ∗ (M ) =
sup Mα dα
0

0

where Mα is the α-cut of M .
Then the mean interval E(M ) = [E∗ (M ), E ∗ (M )] of M is the interval containing
the mean values of all random variables consistent with M , that is E(M ) = {E(P ) |
P ∈ P(µM )}, where E(P ) represents the expected value associated to the probability
measure P . That the “mean value” of a fuzzy interval is an interval seems to be intuitively satisfactory. Particularly the mean interval of a (regular) interval [a, b] is this
interval itself. The upper and lower mean values are linear with respect to the addition of fuzzy numbers. Define the addition M + N as the fuzzy interval whose cuts are
Mα +Nα = {s+t, s ∈ Mα , t ∈ Nα } defined according to the rules of interval analysis. Then
E(M + N ) = E(M ) + E(N ), and similarly for the scalar multiplication E(aM ) = aE(M ),
where aM has membership grades of the form µM (s/a) for a 6= 0. In view of this property,
it seems that the most natural defuzzication method is the middle point Ê(M ) of the mean
interval (originally proposed by Yager [140]). Other defuzzification techniques do not generally possess this kind of linearity property. Ê(M ) has a natural interpretation in terms
of simulation of a fuzzy variable [28], and is the mean value of the pignistic transformation
of M . Indeed it is the mean value of the empirical probability distribution obtained by the
random process defined by picking an element α in the unit interval at random, and then
an element s in the cut Mα at random.

6

Some Applications

Possibility theory has not been the main framework for engineering applications of fuzzy
sets in the past. However, on the basis of its connections to symbolic artificial intelligence,
to decision theory and to imprecise statistics, we consider that it has significant potential
for further applied developments in a number of areas, including some where fuzzy sets are
not yet always accepted. Only some directions are pointed out here.
1. Possibility theory also offers a framework for preference modeling in constraintdirected reasoning. Both prioritized and soft constraints can be captured by possibility distributions expressing degrees of feasibility rather than plausibility [51].
Possibility offers a natural setting for fuzzy optimization whose aim is to balance the
levels of satisfaction of multiple fuzzy constraints (instead of minimizing an overall
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cost) [53]. Qualitative decision criteria are particularly adapted to the handling of
uncertainty in this setting. Applications of possibility theory-based decision-making
can be found in scheduling [50, 128, 29, 30]. Possibility distributions can also model
ill-known constraint coefficients in linear and non-linear programming, thus leading
to variants of chance-constrained programming [102]. Besides, the possibilistic logic
setting provides a compact representation framework for preferences, which is more
expressive than the CP-net approach [104].
2. Quantitative possibility theory is the natural setting for a reconciliation between
probability and fuzzy sets. An important research direction is the comparison between fuzzy interval analysis [58] and random variable calculations with a view to
unifying them [68]. Indeed, a current major concern, in for instance risk analysis
studies, is to perform uncertainty propagation under poor data and without independence assumptions (see the papers in the special issue [100]). Finding the potential
of possibilistic representations in computing conservative bounds for such probabilistic calculations is certainly a major challenge [99]. Methods for joint propagation
of possibilistic and probabilistic information have been devised [9], based on casting
both in a random set setting [6]; the case of probabilistic models with fuzzy interval
parameters has also been dealt with [8]. The active area of fuzzy random variables
is also connected to this question [95].
Other applications of possibility theory can be found in fields such as data analysis [137,
132, 24], database querying [25], diagnosis [27, 26], belief revision [18], argumentation
[4, 3], case-based reasoning [56, 101], learning [120, 121], and information merging [19]
(taking advantage of the bipolar representation setting which distinguishes between positive
information of the form ∆(φ) ≥ α and negative information expressing impossibility under
the form N (φ) ≥ α ⇔ 1 − Π(¬φ) ≥ α [20]).

7

Some current research lines

A number of on-going works deal with new research lines where possibility theory is central.
In the following we outline a few of those:
• Formal concept analysis: Formal concept analysis (FCA) studies Boolean data tables
relating objects and attributes. The key issue of FCA is to extract so-called concepts
from such tables. A concept is a maximal set of objects sharing a maximal number
of attributes. The enumeration of such concepts can be carried out via a Galois
connection between objects and attributes, and this Galois connection uses operators
similar to the ∆ function of possibility theory. Based on this analogy, other correspondences can be laid bare using the three other set-functions of possibility theory
[45, 41]. In particular, one of these correspondences detects independent subtables
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[79]. This approach can be systematized to fuzzy or uncertain versions of formal
concept analysis.
• Generalised possibilistic logic Possibilistic logic, in its basic version, attaches degrees
of necessity to formulas, which turn them into graded modal formulas of the necessity
kind. However only conjunction of weighted formulas are allowed. Yet very early we
noticed that it makes sense to extend the language towards handing constraints on the
degree of possibility of a formula. This requires allowing for negation and disjunctions
of necessity-qualified proposition. This extension, still under study [78], puts together
the KD modal logic and basic possibilistic logic. Recently it has been shown that nonmonotonic logic programing languages can be translated into generalized possibilistic
logic, making the meaning of negation by default in rule much more transparent [85].
This move from basic to generalized possibilistic logic also enables further extensions
to the multi-agent and the multi-source case [76] to be considered. Besides, it has been
recently shown that a Sugeno integral can be also represented in terms of possibilistic
logic, which enables us to lay bare the logical description of an aggregation process
[80].
• Qualitative capacities and possibility measures. While a numerical possibility measure is equivalent to a convex set of probability measures, it turns out that in the
qualitative setting, a monotone set-function can be represented by means of a family
of possibility measures [5, 43]. This line of research enables qualitative counterparts
of results in the study of Choquet capacities in the numerical settings to be established. Especially, a monotone set-function can be seen as the counterpart of a belief
function, and various concepts of evidence theory can be adapted to this setting
[119]. Sugeno integral can be viewed as a lower possibilistic expectation in the sense
of section 4.3 [43]. These results enable the structure of qualitative monotonic setfunctions to be laid bare, with possible connection with neighborhood semantics of
non-regular modal logics.
• Regression and kriging Fuzzy regression analysis is seldom envisaged from the point
of view of possibility theory. One exception is the possibilistic regression initiated by
Tanaka and Guo [132], where the idea is to approximate precise or set-valued data
in the sense of inclusion by means of a set-valued or fuzzy set-valued linear function
obtained by making the linear coefficients of a linear function fuzzy. The alternative
approach is the fuzzy least squares of Diamond [40] where fuzzy data are interpreted
as functions and a crisp distance between fuzzy sets is often used. However, fuzzy data
are questionably seen as objective entities [110]. The introduction of possibility theory
in regression analysis of fuzzy data comes down to an epistemic view of fuzzy data
whereby one tries to construct the envelope of all linear regression results that could
have been obtained, had the data been precise[44]. This view has been applied to the
kriging problem in geostatistics [111]. Another use of possibility theory consists in
18

exploiting possibility-probability transforms to develop a form of quantile regression
on crisp data [122], yielding a fuzzy function that is much more faithful to the data
set than what a fuzzified linear function can offer.
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